Announcing the A.A.O.D.C.

STANDARD DRILLING CONTRACT

for Contractors and Companies

An Important Milestone...

APPROVAL of a Standard Drilling Contract by the Board of Directors of American Association of Oilwell Drilling Contractors, in San Antonio April 8, marks an important milestone for the Association and the Drilling Industry. Serious effort toward this goal in recent years has finally reached the point of presenting an actual contract form to be available to the industry generally.

Need of a standard-type contract has been felt for many years. In view of so many considerations connected with the drilling of a well, on the part of both operator and contractor, the progress now attained is indeed a tribute to the numerous companies and individuals within the Petroleum Industry who have cooperated and contributed toward the formation of this standardized contract.

It is recognized that revisions will be in order from time to time, but the Association Directors have agreed the contract, as now presented, comes as nearly as possible to protecting all parties concerned. It is hoped its adoption for use by any one desiring it will be greatly appreciated.

Much credit is due the committees of A.A.O.D.C. concerned with this project. The outstanding work of these committees made possible the culmination of the contract.

On behalf of the American Association of Oilwell Drilling Contractors, it is a real pleasure to present this standard drilling contract to the Drilling Industry.

A. W. Thompson
President, A.A.O.D.C.

MEMBERS OF CONTRACT COMMITTEES:

E. Dall Monte, Chairman.
Harry Bass Drilling Company

J. E. Brantly, Drilling & Exploration Company, Inc.
N. H. Whelless, Whelless Drilling Company
A. W. Thompson, Thompson-Cott, Inc.
F. W. Brigance, Rowan Drilling Company
R. W. Witte, Lofland Brothers Company
W. S. Frishke, Frishke & Yancey Drilling Company
Daniel P. Berlin, Balin Oil Company
W. L. McClusky, M. J. Delaney Company

Jon Zeppa, Delta Drilling Company
J. Mark Gardner, Delta Gulf Drilling Company
J. S. Morris, Allen & Morris
Geo. B. Kitchell, Kerr-McGee Oil Industries
Jack Aernamthy, Big Chief Drilling Company
W. S. Churchill, Arrow Drilling Company
Howard P. Holmes, Drilling Contractor
A. H. Rowan, Rowan Drilling Company

SUB-COMMITTEE: Warren Scarborough, Attorney
J. Mark Gardner
Hamilton Rogers, Attorney
F. W. Brigance

DRILLING
OWNER:

Address

CONTRACTOR:

Address

IN CONSIDERATION of the independent contract and requirements:

1. LOCATION
   Well Name and Number:
   Field Name:

2. TIME ELEMENT
   Contract to be within...

   and grading o
   without undue

3. DEPTH:
   Subject to the depth
   3.1 Cont.

   (oil string) ft
   footage rate
   3.2 Day
   and Contracts
   3.3 Maximum depth

4. FOOTAGE
   Owner n
   finished by Co
   4.1 For
   by steel line
   digs cellar, 1
   4.2 For
   From
   Surf
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